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Introduction
• My instructions: deal with allocation issues 

pertaining to all internationally shared fishery 
resources,and do so from an economist’s 
perspective.

• In so doing, I draw heavily upon results of the 
Norway-FAO Expert Consultation on the 
Management of Shared Fish Stocks

• and also upon subsequent FAO Fisheries 
Technical Paper by Munro, Van Houtte and 
Willmann



A Key Question
• Are there approaches to 

allocations among those sharing 
the international fishery resources 
that will ensure the resources’ long 
run sustainability?

• Fair and equitable allocation 
schemes are, of course, important 
for resource sustainability, but 
they are not sufficient in of and by 
themselves.



Levels of Cooperation

• Will argue that shared fishery resources 
must be managed cooperatively, if  they are 
to be sustained through time.

• Levels of cooperation (John Gulland, FAO)
Primary - scientific cooperation only
Secondary - involves cooperation in active 
management of resources 



Secondary Level of Cooperation
• Secondary level of cooperation  requires: 

• allocation of harvest shares
• determination of optimal resource management 

programs through time
• effective implementation and enforcement of 

cooperative arrangement
• allocation issue is indeed a key one, BUT 

– has to be addressed simultaneously with issues 
of  optimal resource management, and 
enforcement



Categories of Shared Fish Stocks

• From the FAO:
A. transboundary - EEZ to EEZ
B. straddling (broadly defined) -stocks to be 
found within the EEZ and the adjacent high 
seas
C. discrete high seas stocks

• Categories A and B are not mutually exclusive
• in terms of difficulty of resource management, 

Categories A, B and C are in strict ascending order.



Transboundary Stock 
Management

• Economics of transboundary fish stock 
management- foundation for economics of 
high seas fish stock management

• consider simplest case- resources shared by two 
coastal states I and II

• Normal case -harvesting by I fleet has 
impact on harvests available for II fleet, and 
vice- versa. Result: strategic interaction 
between I and II



Strategic Interaction
• Economists compelled to incorporate this 

strategic interaction into their analysis 
– do so by turning to theory of strategic 

interaction -popularly know as game theory
– 2005 Nobel Prize in Economics -T. Schelling 

and R. Auman -Nobel citation:
• “Why do some groups of ---countries succeed in 

promoting cooperation, while other suffer from 
conflict? Schelling and Auman have established 
game theory as the dominant approach to this age 
old question.”



Fishery Games and Questions

• Categories of games:
♦competitive, or non-cooperative
♦cooperative - “players” assumed to be 

motivated by self interest only 
• Two fundamental questions:

 (a) what are the consequences of  coastal states not 
cooperating in management of shared fishery resource?

 (b) what conditions must be met, if cooperative 
management arrangement is to be sustainable?



Non- cooperative Management

• To answer Question (a), we draw upon 
theory of competitive games

• The answer: serious risk that the “players”
will be driven to adopt inferior and possibly 
destructive polices

• “The Prisoner’s Dilemma” (PD) -world’s most 
famous competitive game

• The case of Pacific salmon -Canada and the 
US





Pacific Salmon
• Canada and the US agreed in late ‘60s to 

manage cooperatively salmon resources 
from California to Gulf of Alaska
– very difficult, but negotiators driven on 

by manifestations of PD, including “fish 
wars”

– treaty signed in 1985, but seized up in 
early ‘90s for 6 years. During period of 
treaty paralysis, PD returned with a 
vengeance.

• Conclusion: cooperation does matter; 
Question (b) must be addressed head on



Cooperative Management
• Some preliminaries:

– Question: what is really to 
be allocated -shares of 
TAC among coastal state 
fleets, or economic 
benefits from the 
fisheries? They are not 
necessarily the same

– Proposition: to work, any 
cooperative management 
regime has to be self-
enforcing

• no participant 
(“player”) has any 
incentive to defect.



Conditions for Stability I

• Insights offered by theory of cooperative 
games (really a theory of bargaining)
– first condition stunningly obvious, but often 

ignored in practice - each and every “player”
must be assured a return from cooperation as 
least as great as it would get under competition-
“individual rationality”

– clearly allocations have to appear to be “fair”, 
but that is not quite enough



More on the First Condition for 
Stability

• We cannot be sure that the “individual 
rationality” condition will be satisfied 
unless:
– implementation and enforcement of cooperative 

arrangement are effective - reasons for
– scope for bargaining is maximized, e.g. 

restricting allocations to TAC  shares among 
national fleets reduces scope for bargaining

• example of North Pacific fur seal fishery



Conditions for Stability II

• Second major condition: “resiliency”of the 
arrangement (learned through painful experience). 

• cooperative arrangements subject to unpredictable 
shocks, which will undermine arrangements lacking 
flexibility -Pacific salmon, once again

– Both conditions for stability will be more 
difficult to achieve:

 i. the larger is the number of “players” -the curse of 
large numbers

 ii the greater are the difference in management 
objectives among the players 



A Successful Cooperative 
Arrangement

• One of the most spectacular cooperative resource 
management successes is on our doorstep,namely 
that among the Pacific Island States, now 
constituting the core of the WCPFC

• Deep pessimism greeted this cooperative 
arrangement’s emergence in 1979, BUT
– the arrangement overcame the curse of large 

numbers, and has displayed remarkable 
resilience over time.





Straddling Stock Management
• Everything that we said about 

transboundary stock management 
holds, question - what needs to be 
added, if anything?

• Non-cooperative management -
nothing more needs to be added,  
except that threat of a “Prisoner’s 
Dilemma” type of outcome even 
greater , e.g. Bering Sea 
“Doughnut Hole”

•High Seas (light blue) and EEZs (dark blue) 



Cooperative Management of 
Straddling Stocks

• It is in cooperative management that 
differences appear. In contrast to 
transboundary stock management, in 
straddling stock management, we have:

uncertainty about “charter” members of 
cooperative arrangement (RFMO)- the “real”
interest problem
inconstancy of number and nature of members 
of RFMO through time - the New Member 
problem



“Free Riding”

• The greatest difference between 
transboundary and straddling stock 
management - threat of “free riding”

• essentially scooping up of economic benefits of 
cooperation by non-participants:

significance of unregulated fishing in adjacent 
high seas.
“free riding” undermined pre-UNFSA NAFO 
and CCSBT -reasons for:

• “individual rationality” condition once again



New Members and “Free Riding”

• Both the New Member and “real interest”
problems can lead to a subtle form of “free 
riding”, having nothing to do with 
unregulated fishing 

• enjoying benefits from establishment of RFMO and 
rebuilding stocks to which New Members have 
made no contribution

• This subtle form of “free riding” can have 
an impact as destructive as explicit “free 
riding”



The Great Dilemma

• If allocations to prospective New Members 
are too generous, will undermine RFMO

• If such allocations seen by New Members 
as too stingy, they may turn to explicit “free 
riding”, UNFSA, or no UNFSA
– which, in turn could lead to non-compliance/ 

“free riding” by “charter” members
• Is there a way out? 



The Great Dilemma cont.

• Recent cutting edge analysis concludes that, 
if control over unregulated fishing is 
weak, there will be cases in  which there is 
no way out, regardless of how ingenious the 
allocation scheme may be.

• Ichiro Nomura, 2004:
– “--if RFBs are not able to fulfill their mandates 

because of IUU fishing, the outlook for--- many 
of the world’s important fish stocks is bleak”



Discrete High Seas Stocks

• “Orphans of the sea” - unless these 
resources are brought under RFMO type of 
management -outlook grim.
– current legal protection notable only for its 

weakness
– can anticipate rampant “free riding”

• Many of these stocks now protected by high 
exploitation costs -but this will not last.



Conclusions

• As an economist, I am driven to the 
following conclusions:

well designed allocation schemes,  while 
important, are not sufficient to ensure the long 
term stability of the emerging RFMO regime, if 
unregulated fishing is ineffectively controlled.
it is thus difficult to overstress the importance 
of the FAO IPOA directed at IUU fishing.



Thanks for your Thanks for your 
attentionattention
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